Be The Better Cat Owner You Need To Be With This Advice
If you could save the life of an animal, would you? Millions upon millions of cats are
searching for a home. It only takes some knowledge and commitment to care for a cat. Read
here about how to approach the process properly.
Don't leave drape cords near your cats. These are not great play toys for cats. They can
wrap around a cat's neck pretty easily. This accident could trap or injure your cat, or even be
fatal. It is highly recommended that you keep all drape cords pinned in such a way that the
cat can't see them so as to prevent any accidents.
To help prevent tapeworm infestation in cats, feed a small amount of food grade
diatomaceous earth for two weeks out of each month. About a quarter of a teaspoon per cat
per day is adequate. Food grade diatomaceous earth kills internal parasites and causes them
to be expelled from the system.
Ensure that you groom your cat regularly and properly. A cat requires regularly brushing and
combing. Doing this frequently can help them keep their coat clean. This will also reduce
things like shedding and hairballs because it keeps them from having extra hair. Grooming a
cat properly will improve the appearance of your home and cat.
Your cat will want to climb into small spaces. If your cat gets caught on something wearing a
traditional collar they could end up hurting their neck trying to break free. Collars designed to
release when sufficient force is applied ("breakaway" collars) are a great idea. This can save
all "nine" of your cat's lives.
Your cat might not come running when you call, but most cats enjoy cuddling on their terms
and time. Cats love to have their heads and backs pet. Not all cats like their tummies rubbed
so be careful. Spending quality time with your cat will make lasting memories to look back on
someday.
Check your cats ears frequently for ear mites. You may notice your cat shaking their head or
scratching their ears a lot if they have them. They are tiny parasites that look like coffee
grounds in your cat's ears. If you have more than one cat, they can also travel from cat to
cat. See a vet before using any medication on them since their ears need properly cleaned
first.
If your cat is pregnant, set up a comfortable, safe place for her to have her kittens. A big
cardboard box equipped with a pillow and blanket is good. Place it in the back of a closet or
other out of the way place. Keep food and water dishes nearby.
Is your cat constantly munching on your house plants? If so there is guest posting site for
this. Growing oat grass or catnip yourself can help entice your cats away from your plants.
Giving them plants that they can eat and like will help draw them to those plants over and

over again.
Do not feed your cat any kind of human food that contains bones in it. If you are giving your
cat chicken or fish, be sure to remove the bones beforehand to prevent a choking hazard.
Chop the food that you serve into small bits to make it easier to digest for your cat.
Find a litter that your cat enjoys. Different litters have different smells and textures, so help
your cat to find a litter that he is generally comfortable with using. Cats generally like to keep
things the same though, so don't experiment too often or your cat may avoid the litter box.
To make sure your kitten is properly socialized to humans, begin early in his life, about ten to
twelve weeks of age. Be sure that he is handled and petted by humans in his family and by
others as well. When he is older, he will be a calmer, friendlier cat.
Adopting a cat is a wonderful thing to do. Remodeling Your Bathroom With A Budget 've
given a good home to an animal in need. The relationship between you and the cat you care
for can last a lifetime. Give your time and affection to your cat, and it is almost certain that
you will receive the same in return.

